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Kinect Hacks: Tips & Tools for Motion and Pattern DetectionO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The way we interact with machines is always changing. As technology evolves, new
	
		ways of interacting with computers become available to us, one innovative breakthrough
	
		after the next. If we go back 10 years, RIM was just starting to implement
	
		phone capabilities into their line of Blackberry mobile devices. Now we...
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Using SambaO'Reilly, 2007
Samba, the Server Message Block (SMB) server software that makes it relatively easy to integrate Unix or Linux servers into networks of Microsoft Windows workstations, has to date been mostly explained as an afterthought. Most often, it's appeared in the latter chapters of books about Linux. It deserves better, and the authors of Using...
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Spss Programming And Data Management: A Guide for Spss And Sas UsersSpss, 2005
Experienced data analysts know that a successful analysis or meaningful report often requires more work in acquiring, merging, and transforming data than in specifying the analysis or report itself. SPSS contains powerful tools for accomplishing and automating these tasks. While much of this capability is available through the graphical user...
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Path-Oriented Program AnalysisCambridge University Press, 2007
This book presents a unique method for decomposing a computer program along its execution paths, for simplifying the subprograms so produced, and for recomposing a program from its subprograms.  This method enables us to divide and conquer the complexity involved in understanding the computation performed by a program by decomposing it into a set...
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The Mac OS X Command Line: Unix Under the HoodSybex, 2005
Work More Quickly and Easily—and Learn Some New Tricks
    
The Mac command line offers a faster, easier way to accomplish many tasks. It's also the medium for many commands that aren't accessible using the GUI. The Mac OS X Command Line is a clear, concise, tutorial-style introduction to all the major...
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Pro NuGet (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012

	NuGet is a free, open source, package management tool for the .NET platform. It is developed by Microsoft and has been contributed to the ASP.NET Gallery on Outercurve Foundation, formerly known as the Codeplex Foundation. It also ships as part of the ASP.NET MVC 3 tooling. NuGet enables .NET developers to easily find packages, including any...
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Pro SQL Server on Linux: Including Container-Based Deployment with Docker and KubernetesApress, 2018

	
		Get SQL Server up and running on the Linux operating system and containers. No database professional managing or developing SQL Server on Linux will want to be without this deep and authoritative guide by one of the most respected experts on SQL Server in the industry. Get an inside look at how SQL Server for Linux works through the...
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Computer Fundamentals and Programming in COxford University Press, 2013

	It provides a thorough understanding of the subject and its applications. The book begins with an introduction to the basic features of a digital computer, number systems and binary arithmetic, Boolean algebra and logic gates, software, operating systems, and the internet. A major part of the book provides a detailed coverage of programming...
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Mastering Python Scripting for System Administrators: Write scripts and automate them for real-world administration tasks using PythonPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Leverage the features and libraries of Python to administrate your environment efficiently.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to solve problems of system administrators and automate routine activities
	
			Learn to handle regular expressions, network administration
	...
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Project Management Nation : Goals for the New and Practicing IT Project Manager - Guidance, Tools, Templates and Techniques that Work!John Wiley & Sons, 2002
Organizations depend on IT project managers to support overall business strategies with clear-cut benefits and advantages. As the bridge between the larger business strategy and the functional project level, project managers are expected to ensure key benefits such as reduced delivery costs, accelerated product-to-market speed, focus on client...
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Introduction to the Command Line (Second Edition): The Fat Free Guide to Unix and Linux CommandsCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2010

	The command line can be an intimidating and unforgiving environment. Unlike working in graphical environments, it's not entirely clear what commands one must execute in a terminal to accomplish a given task. Couple this with the fact that the command line does not prevent you from doing things that might cause irreparable damage to your...
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UNIX Operating System (The Development Tutorial via UNIX Kernel Services, English Edition) (Chinese Edition)Springer, 2011

	UNIX operating system, which is a source code operating system, is widely used in the application area of enterprise-level industries and in the embedded devices. This book comprehensively and systematically introduces the development and management principles of UNIX operating system, core services, Shell, computer networking and...
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